EZEE Corral

™

Hold your horses...
the EZEE Corral way
™

■

Portable, electric fence corral

■

Sets up in minutes

■

D-cell battery operated

■

Ideal for:
– horse shows
– trail rides
– hunting trips

SAFE AND SECURE…
WHEREVER THE TRAIL LEADS YOU.

When the road takes you
off the beaten path...
Or when you want to blaze
a trail of your own...
...You can still take safety
and security with you.
The EZEE Corral™ is:

Bring along the EZEE Corral™

■

Complete—You’ll find everything you need in our
heavy duty, easy-to-carry canvas bag. Including
durable white plastic posts, a built-in battery operated
electric fence controller, post anchors, and connecting
poly tape reels.

■

Compact—The components for a 900-square-foot
corral fit neatly inside the single canvas bag.

■

Lightweight—The entire kit weighs less than 22
pounds.

■

Durable—The EZEE Corral is built to last with rugged
components.

■

Fast set up—Components assemble in minutes
allowing you to unload your horse and quickly get
them comfortable.

■

Safe—White, weather resistant components are highly
visible for people and animals.

■

Spacious—30' X 30' temporary corral gives your
horses room to roam.

■

Made in the U.S.A.

from Zareba Systems. The
most convenient portable
corral system available
anywhere.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED…
ANYWHERE YOU GO.

EZEE Corral™
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Fits any terrain.
Secure corner posts with
eight tie-down stakes
and six feet of cord,
included. Corral design
is easily configured to fit
available terrain.
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High visibility. Rest easy.
Your horses are safe and
secure. White components
mean high visibility by day,
reflective strips command
attention at night.
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Easy entrance/exit.
Turn system on/off with
toggle switch, then come
and go as you please.
Quick disconnect feature
makes it easy to enter or
exit the corral from any
corner post.
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Reliable power source.
Don’t worry about running
out of power. The EZEE
Corral will operate up to
30 days, 24 hours a day,
on four alkaline D-cell
batteries (not included).
Produces up to 8,000 volts
and .05 joules per shock.
Fencer control box is selfcontained in corner post.
Features on/off switch
and LED light that displays
green when in operation
or red if batteries are low.

It’s all in the
easy-to-carry bag.
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No special tools necessary.
Assembling the EZEE Corral
is simple. Simply step on
post anchor and press it into
the ground. Drive plastic
stake through the center of
the anchor. Then slide each
post on an anchor and lock
in place. Four corner posts
and four line posts included.

No complicated wiring.
Stretch poly tape, which
carries electrical current,
around the perimeter of the
corral. Tape is firmly held
in place by built-in insulator
clips on line posts. No
grounding needed—poly
tape carries both positive
and negative charge.

Easy connections. Attach
poly tape reels to corner
posts. (Adjust height as
necessary.) Use plug-in
connectors to attach poly
tape to poly tape reel,
completing the circuit.
Reels dispense and store
30 feet of tape, which
quickly rewinds for re-use.

A 900-SQUARE FOOT PORTABLE CORRAL…

IT’S ALL IN THE BAG

EZEE Corral™ Components
1 battery operated electric fence controller built
into corner post. Wire connectors. Requires 4
D-cell batteries, not included.

Indicator
lights up when
controller is operating

3 vinyl corner posts
4 reels with 30' bi-polar
poly tape pre-loaded in each reel
Patented
Electric Fence
Controller

Unique Reel System

4 line posts 42"
4 post anchors

Reel system stores
poly tape for easy set
up and tear down

Fence
controller in
corner post

4 post anchor stakes
8 corner tie-down stakes
4 tie-down cords
1 heavy duty duffel bag
(9" x 9" x 50")
Easy
connection
to fence
controller
and reel

4 warning flags
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Sturdy connectors
and cam locks
hold securely,
disconnect quickly

Fence
controller
switch and
indicator
light show
system is
on. Flashes
red when
batteries are
low.

